UCPLA’s Fiscal Year 2015

ANNUAL REPORT: Celebrating 70 years of Perfecting the Art of Care
“We, the ones who are CHALLENGED, need to be HEARD. To be seen not as a disability, but as a person who has and will continue to BLOOM.”

- ROBERT M. HENSEL

MISSION

It is the mission of United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles, Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties (UCPLA) to advance the independence, productivity and full citizenship of children, teens and adults with developmental disabilities and those with similar service needs.

Since our founding in 1944, UCPLA has grown into the largest nonprofit provider of direct-care services for individuals with developmental disabilities in Southern California. We operate 40 programs throughout five counties, including:

- Adult Day Programs
- Adult Group Homes
- Affordable Housing for Adults with Developmental Disabilities
- Community Living Services
- Respite Services
- Family Support Groups
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FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO

In July 2014, United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles, Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties (UCPLA) began a year-long celebration of our 70th Anniversary. As I contemplate the true meaning of this milestone—seven decades of service—I think not only of the dedicated families who founded UCPLA, but also about the commitment of the staff and supporters who make our work possible today, and of the abilities and aspirations of the people we serve.

The organization that has evolved into UCPLA was founded in 1944 by a group of families seeking better services and a higher quality of life for their children with developmental disabilities. From that humble but devoted beginning, UCPLA evolved into the largest nonprofit direct care provider of services in Southern California for people with developmental disabilities. Each day, we serve over 1100 adults and children with cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, Autism Spectrum Disorders, and individuals with similar service needs. This substantial growth has been made possible through enduring support from the community, starting with that initial group of families and continuing today with our generous donors, our committed Board Members, and the families of those we serve.

Despite 70 years of our community rallying around our work and the ongoing responsible management that has helped sustain our longevity, community-based direct care organizations like UCPLA continue to grapple with the State on issues of sustainability. In many cases, State funding for our programs and services has not increased since the economic downturn of 2008. Coupled with the continually rising costs associated with providing the type of high-quality programming for which we are historically known, this fact has resulted in ongoing financial gaps that number in the millions of dollars each year.

As daunting as these funding gaps are, 70 years of experience have shown us that it is paramount that we maintain this standard of high-quality, dignified, whole-life care—because this is what the residents, scholars, artists and participants in our many programs deserve. With the growing number of children between the ages of three and 17 years being diagnosed with a developmental disability, it is also clear that the programs and services provided by UCPLA will be needed for future generations to ensure they too have access to a life of independence, productivity and full citizenship.

We enjoyed celebrating our 70 years of perfecting the art of care, and I look forward to learning what the next seven decades will bring. As we move forward with our mission to advance the independence, productivity and full citizenship of our lifelong learners, I would like to express our gratitude for the support of our dedicated donors, Board Members, families, participants, and community members, who have supported this work in innumerable ways. The celebration of this milestone belongs to all of us.

Sincerely,

Ronald S. Cohen, Ph.D.
President and Chief Executive Officer

FROM THE BOARD CHAIR

I take this opportunity to thank each and every member of our Board for their leadership, compassion and continued support in carrying out the mission of United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles, Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties (UCPLA). Their dedication has helped to grow a caring, thriving community of achievers. The members of our board, and the family members of our program participants, could be the people Margaret Mead referred to when she said, “Never believe that a few caring people can’t change the world. For, indeed, that’s all who ever have.”

From July 2014 through June 2015, UCPLA celebrated our landmark 70th anniversary. Since 1944, UCPLA has been at the forefront of educating, advocating and communicating for the rights of individuals with developmental disabilities and their families. UCPLA would not be what it is today without these determined members of our community. When called upon to serve, our Board members enthusiastically give of their time, talents and finances; and in return their enthusiasm is matched with resolve of our residents, program participants and friends who show us each day the endless scope of their abilities.

UCPLA continues to face tough economic times ahead, and our board members’ involvement and commitment to UCPLA as never been more needed or welcomed. Together, with family and community support, we can give the gift of independence and ensure a life filled with purpose and dignity for all of the children and adults who rely on us every day. It is an honor and privilege to serve as your Chairman.

Sincerely,

Peter Devereaux
Chairman, Board of Directors
In 1944, a dedicated group of parents, frustrated with a lack of services available for their children with developmental disabilities, banded together to form the organization that would one day become United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles, Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties (UCPLA).

In a modest house on 105th Street in Los Angeles, these parents, along with a committed cadre of volunteers, worked tirelessly to ensure that their children’s medical, physical and emotional needs were met and that these individuals with developmental disabilities were not only enabled but also encouraged to live fulfilling lives.

For the past 70 years, UCPLA has followed this model of providing high-quality, compassionate, community-based care that enables individuals with developmental disabilities and similar service needs to live as engaged, independent members of an inclusive community.

During Fiscal Year 2015, we were proud to celebrate seven decades of doing this work and perfecting the art of care for the 1100 individuals and their families who rely on our 40 programs and services each day. This yearlong celebration enabled us to honor staff members for their significant contributions, recognize the immense achievements of our clients, and reflect on the history of this special organization.

From the early telethons that engaged celebrity supporters to raise awareness and funding for UCPLA’s work to the dedicated students who spearheaded community-based fundraisers during this special year; from the opening of our signature Chatsworth group home in the 1970’s through the building of 11 accessible, independent living apartments that allow tenants to live within their community; and from that original group of parents to the more than 700 dedicated direct-support and administrative professionals we have on staff today, UCPLA is grateful that we have been able to spend the last 70 years growing, evolving and serving individuals with developmental disabilities.

We thank everyone who has been a part of our 70-year journey and our yearlong celebration. We look forward to the next chapter.
WHO WE ARE

How We Make a Difference
• Group Homes
• 11 HUD rent-subsidized apartment buildings
• Community-Integrated Living
• Supported Employment
• Respitality Services for Families
• Advocacy & Parent Support Groups
• Conductive Education & Early Intervention
• Adult Day Services & Education
• Nursing & Medical Supports
• In-school programming for students of varied abilities

Whom We Help
• 350+ residents living in affordable, accessible housing
• 375+ residents receiving 24-hour support
• 375+ individuals attending adult day programs
• 230+ adults receiving supported & independent living services
• 70 adults receiving employment services
• 40+ housing and service locations
• 1,600+ families receiving free services annually
• 5 Counties in Southern California served
• (Los Angeles, Ventura, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo and Orange)
• 500+ youth in our programs
• 1,100+ individuals receiving services daily
• 6,000 wheelchairs delivered annually in developing countries
Primary Diagnoses Served*

- Cerebral Palsy: 74%
- Intellectual Disability: 14%
- Unspecified: 4%
- Down Syndrome: 3%
- Epilepsy: 2%
- Autism: 1%
- Ataxia: 1%
- Traumatic Brain Injury: 1%

**Age Range**

- 20-29: 7%
- 30-39: 8%
- 40-49: 26%
- 50-59: 34%
- 60-69: 19%
- >70: 6%

**Gender**

- Male: 55%
- Female: 45%

**Ambulation**

- Ambulatory: 15%
- Non-Ambulatory: 60%
- Requires Some Assistance: 26%

*Many individuals with developmental disabilities have associated conditions.*

OUR PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

UCPLA Group Home Residents

OUR PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Since its founding in 1944, UCPLA has been proud to be a community-based organization. One of our guiding principles is a commitment to advancing the independence, productivity and full citizenship of children and adults with developmental disabilities and those with similar service requirements. Following this community-based approach, we work to regularly connect our clients with members of our community to create opportunities for inclusion and integration.

Special Children’s League and Psi Delta Sigma
Almost since UCPLA’s inception, UCPLA’s auxiliary groups, including the Special Children’s League (SCL) and Psi Delta Sigma, have been dedicated to supporting our programs and our participants. During FY2015, they once again delivered on this cherished commitment, raising funds to support both our programs and our endowment.

The various committees of the Special Children’s League (SCL) stayed very busy organizing special events and campaigns. SCL’s Whittier Committee, for instance, continued the tradition of its popular Zingo luncheon and fundraiser at the Westridge Golf Club. This successful fundraiser, along with a well-attended Bunco Night, enabled SCL’s Whittier Committee to contribute $12,000 to support UCPLA’s programs and services, as well as a generous $1,000 donation to mark our 70th Anniversary.

The Special Children’s League of South Bay hosted another successful An Affair to Remember bazaar and luncheon, which featured a silent auction with luxury and artisanal goods provided by the members of SCL South Bay. Thanks in large part to the success of this popular fundraiser, the South Bay Committee of the Special Children’s League contributed more than $68,000 to UCPLA.

Special Children’s League’s Foothill Committee continued soliciting family and friends through their Angel Letters campaign, appealing to Angels and Potential Angels to pledge their support for UCPLA and earn an invisible halo. Angel Letters have raised thousands of dollars for UCPLA’s general fund and endowment fund, most recently raising nearly $17,000.

Fiscal Year 2015 was also a significant year for Psi Delta Sigma, which has four active chapters that organize a wide variety of events, including A Day at the Races, Beta Mu’s popular Spirit of Giving luncheon and fashion show, wine tastings and a comedy night. Through these combined activities, Psi Delta Sigma was able to present UCPLA with over $39,000.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Student Engagement
UCPLA’s commitment to lifelong learning makes us a natural match for local schools and students looking to make a positive impact on their communities. Fiscal Year 2015 was no exception, bringing local students and UCPLA’s program participants together to raise funds, build awareness and enjoy our community.

Fiscal Year 2015 began with a visit from students at Notre Dame High School to UCPLA’s Strathern Adult Day Programs. Students got the opportunity to meet and learn with UCPLA’s clients, and to speak with staff members about how to build awareness and raise funds for organizations that serve individuals with developmental disabilities.

During the fall, UCPLA launched an alliance with NEW Academy Canoga Park, a local elementary school, to help bring life to NEW Academy’s “One School One Book” campaign. Spearheaded by librarian Kelly Spector, “One School One Book” engaged the entire student body in reading Out of My Mind, an award-winning novel about a young girl with cerebral palsy. As part of this campaign, UCPLA’s clients visited NEW Academy several times throughout the course of the year to offer students the chance to meet individuals with varied abilities and learn the many ways in which our clients are living productive, fulfilling lives. NEW Academy students also gave back to UCPLA through a candy collection drive, which helped raise hundreds of dollars for our programs and services.

As spring approached, we took a moment to recognize the contributions of many of the dedicated students who work to support UCPLA. In March, we joined Senator Fran Pavley’s office in recognizing Ben Flyer, a student and water polo player at Agoura High School, who raised more than $3,500 to provide adaptive technology upgrades for participants in our Thousand Oaks Adult Day Program. We also celebrated with Seven Arrows Elementary School student Samantha Sinel, who chose to mark National Developmental Disabilities Awareness Month with Samantha’s Lemonade Stand for Awareness, which called attention to the needs of individuals with developmental disabilities and to foster conversation about related issues.

We rounded out the school year with a spring visit to students at Tulita Elementary School in Redondo Beach. Each year, Tulita Elementary students work with members of the Special Children’s League’s South Bay Committee on a Coin Collection Drive that benefits UCPLA’s subsidiary UCP Wheels for Humanity. This year’s drive raised $3,300 to benefit UCP Wheels for Humanity’s seating clinic in Cuba.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

CSUN Students Make Music for UCPLA
Starting in early 2014, UCPLA’s Chatsworth Campus became more musical, thanks to the time and enthusiasm of Chatsworth Administrator Rick MacDonough, who began working with Professor Gary Pratt of the California State University Northridge (CSUN) Jazz Studies Program. Together, Rick and Professor Pratt worked to bring CSUN musicians to the Chatsworth campus for a variety of events, including a New Orleans-Style Mardi Gras celebration, summer barbeques, an outdoor harvest festival and even an intimate “genre-bending” chamber music concert.

These concerts spanned genres from classical to jazz and rock and fostered an inclusive environment that introduced CSUN’s aspiring musicians to fans of varied abilities. UCPLA residents have come to enjoy the concerts and the chance to experience new types of music, and continue to submit requests for new musical styles, thereby allowing this alliance to grow.

Family Support and Engagement
Seven decades ago, UCPLA was founded by dedicated families to ensure that their children experienced a quality of life that enabled them to fulfill their potential. Today, the dedicated family members of our clients continue this tradition through their engagement with and generous support of our programs and the people who benefit from them. During Fiscal Year 2015, UCPLA’s Family Groups continued their track record of successful fundraising, awareness-building and celebratory events that brought smiles to the faces of our clients – their loved ones – and our staff and community.

Our Conejo Valley Family Group, for instance, kicked off the spring with a well-attended Pizza and Bingo event during which family members got the chance to enjoy each other’s company, and welcomed summer with a fun-filled summer picnic that brought together staff, clients, family and friends to enjoy the beautiful outdoor spaces at our Thousand Oaks Group Homes. The Chatsworth Family Organization also continued its long history of engagement with the Chatsworth campus’s group homes and day program, planning and executing many successful family events, including outdoor barbeques and a family movie night. The Chatsworth Family Organization also showed their support for staff with a holiday fund drive dedicated to brightening the holidays of the staff members who care for their loved ones.

We are grateful for the involvement these dedicated family members and Family Groups, who generously devote their time and resources to help UCPLA provide the best environment for their loved ones to live a life of independence. To learn more about how you can get involved with any of our family organizations, please visit www.ucpla.org.
Fiscal Year 2015 was another successful year for UCPLA’s fundraising events. Our two golf tournaments continued to produce strong results, we stepped it up again during Steptember, and we celebrated our 70th Anniversary with the inaugural Art of Care gala. Here’s a look back at our major events in FY2015, in chronological order.

16th Annual Devon Stern/UCPLA Golf Tournament
This family-run tournament returned for a 16th successful year, attracting a field full of golfers to the beautiful Camarillo Springs Golf Course in late July. The 16th Annual Devon Stern/UCPLA Golf Tournament included a putting contest, a million-dollar shootout and a hole-in-one contest that gave players the chance to win a Ford Mustang. The tournament raised $35,000, adding to its impressive overall total of more than $300,000 raised to support the Devon Stern Children’s Endowment, set up by Larry Stern to ensure that his granddaughter Devon (the tournament’s namesake) and other children with developmental disabilities can access the ongoing, dignified care they deserve.

Steptember
For the third year in a row, UCPLA staff, program participants, families and community members stepped it up in support of Steptember (formerly the World CP Challenge). Steptember is a four-week virtual competition that challenged contestants to get active by taking 10,000 steps per day while raising funds for UCPLA and awareness for individuals with developmental disabilities. By working together and stepping up, members of the UCPLA community helped to raise nearly $16,000 during Steptember.

Blank Canvas: Working Dimensions at the Washington Reid Gallery
In November 2014, the UCPLA Washington Reid Gallery hosted its third annual Blank Canvas community art event and fundraiser. The theme for the third annual show was “Working Dimensions”, a wide-reaching prompt that drew an energetic and
dynamic response from UCPLA artists and community artists alike. The show, which featured more than 300 pieces of varying size and media, not only raised funds for the artistic endeavors of the Washington Reid Gallery and the adjoining Washington Place Adult Day Program but also opened a dialog among artists of all abilities.

Art of Care
In March, which is also National Developmental Disabilities Awareness Month, UCPLA culminated our 70th Anniversary celebration with the inaugural Art of Care gala at Hangar 8 in Santa Monica. This glamorous evening honored musician and advocate Brandon Mendenhall with the first Trailblazer Award, presented for Brandon’s ongoing commitment to raising awareness and inspiring individuals with developmental disabilities to pursue their dreams, and dedicated UCPLA administrator Creola Howard with the Heart and Soul Award for her nearly 50 years of service. This first-time event raised nearly $400,000 to support UCPLA’s programs and services and the dedicated caregivers who deliver them.

19th Annual UCP Golf Classic Tournament
UCPLA rounded out FY2015 with another in a long line of successful UCP Golf Classic Tournaments held at the Wilshire Country Club. Under the extraordinary leadership of Board Members Dr. Alan Kessler and Mrs. Ellen Kessler, the 19th Annual UCP Golf Classic raised almost $400,000 to support UCPLA’s 40 vital programs and therapeutic services, including UCPLA’s unique Respitality program, which helps provide free weekend respites and childcare to families of children with special needs. Under the Kesslers’ careful leadership, the UCP Golf Classic Tournament has become one of UCPLA’s largest fundraisers, raising almost $10 million during its nearly two-decade history.
ABOUT UCP WORK, INC.

In July of 2001, WORK, Inc. joined United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles, Ventura & Santa Barbara Counties (UCPLA).

Known as a leader in assisting individuals with disabilities in all facets of daily living, the merger with UCPLA enhanced UCP WORK, Inc.’s capacity to offer services throughout Santa Barbara, Ventura and San Luis Obispo Counties for children and adults with developmental disabilities, mental health conditions, physical limitations and other neurological disabilities.

Today, UCP WORK, Inc. offers Supported Living Services, High School Transition Programs, Mentor and Youth Programs, as well as employment opportunities and social enrichment programs throughout Santa Barbara County and serves over 600 residents with significant disabilities.

UCP WORK, Inc.

Supported Employment Services
UCP WORK, Inc. provides a variety of services to children and adults with physical, developmental and mental-health disabilities throughout Santa Barbara, Ventura and San Luis Obispo counties.

Since its inception, UCP WORK, Inc. has worked hand-in-hand with its community to foster inclusion and increase opportunities for its program participants. The organization’s Supported Employment Services are a shining example of this work, providing program participants with custom job placement services that provide a capable and ready workforce to meet the unique needs of community employers. This program also provides on-site job coaches as needed to ensure positive placement for participants and to minimize turnover for employers.

Supported Employment Services benefit program participants and local businesses alike, providing participants with custom job matching and on-the-job training with skilled coaches, and offering businesses the chance to minimize business turnover expenses, evaluate employer needs, receive free ADA and sensitivity training and increase access to tax incentives.

Through Supported Employment Services, UCP WORK, Inc. program participants receive vital job skills in areas such as landscape and janitorial services, small parts assembly, clerical support and direct mail services, and merchandising.

In addition to the benefits to program participants and local employers, UCP WORK, Inc.’s Supported Employment Program offers community benefits as well, fostering acceptance and appreciation of community members with disabilities and ensuring a diverse workforce by providing reliable and skilled employees to local businesses.
Sundial Gallery
In 2014, UCP WORK, Inc. debuted its latest means of facilitating expression and independence: the Sundial Gallery and Studio, a beautiful creation and exhibition space near Santa Barbara’s eclectic art district referred to as the “Funk Zone”.

An extension of UCP WORK, Inc.'s Applied Abilities and Group Supported Employment program, the Sundial Gallery and Studio is a stand-alone business venture that boasts a spacious studio space where artists-in-residence can create works in many media, including oil paint, watercolors, charcoal, and clay. The space even has full-scale kiln that artists can use to fire pottery, tiles, sculpture, and other projects.

Staff and artists at the UCP WORK, Inc. Sundial Gallery spent much of Fiscal Year 2015 reaching out to their community to create connections with local artists, businesses and collectors. The connections built through this outreach led to the creation of 1st Thursdays, a collaboration in which Sundial artists’ work is available for viewing and purchase at Santa Barbara area establishments.

Successful 1st Thursday events were held during Fiscal Year 2015 at Armada Wine and Beer Merchant and as part of a holiday season art walk, during which patrons had the chance to experience a fun trolley ride to the Sundial Gallery.

We are pleased to congratulate the Sundial Gallery artists who are now exhibiting and selling their work throughout the Santa Barbara area!
UCP Wheels for Humanity

UCP Wheels for Humanity Partners with USAID for Expansion into El Salvador

There are an estimated 620,000 people with disabilities in El Salvador, and approximately 4% of the population has become disabled due to armed conflict and the gang-related violence that has plagued the country for the last 13 years. Despite the undeniable importance of properly fitted mobility equipment and life-enhancing physical therapy for these individuals, there are approximately 465,000 people in El Salvador who need a wheelchair but cannot access one, and as of 2005, El Salvador only had 118 trained physical therapists to serve this entire population.

To help address this daunting reality, UCP Wheels for Humanity (UCP Wheels), a subsidiary of United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles, Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties (UCPLA), partnered with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) to launch of a multifaceted effort to increase access to assistive technology and physical therapy for people with disabilities throughout the nation of El Salvador.

In collaboration with University of California Los Angeles Orthopaedic Hospital Center for Cerebral Palsy, during Fiscal Year 2015 UCP Wheels conducted intensive in-country therapy sessions designed to teach individuals and their families—who are often located miles outside of cities or large towns and do not have reliable transportation—skills that will help them increase mobility and promote health.

UCP Wheels for Humanity intends to expand on this successful model in order to offer more individuals in developing nations access to resources that promote mobility, empowerment, therapy and advocacy.

ABOUT

UCP WHEELS FOR HUMANITY

Founded in 1996, UCP Wheels for Humanity increases access to mobility for children, teens and adults with physical disabilities in developing countries. Our goal is to make strategic investments in communities that leverage existing capacities and empower local stakeholders.

UCP Wheels for Humanity joined the United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles, Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties family in 2007, enabling us to extend our service reach on a global scale.

Over its history, UCP Wheels for Humanity has worked in 70 countries with the goal of making strategic investments in communities that leverage existing capacities and empower local stakeholders. Current project sites are selected on the basis of need and readiness for sustainable, permanent systems that will increase access to mobility long term.
UCP Wheels for Humanity's Project CLASP Expands Access to Vital Mobility Equipment

According to the United Nations, an estimated one billion people live with disabilities. Of this number, 80% live in developing nations, where access to services and mobility equipment such as wheelchairs is at best, limited and, at worst, nonexistent.

Throughout Fiscal Year 2015, UCP Wheels for Humanity worked with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) to change this reality through a Project CLASP (Consolidating Logistics for Assistive Technology Supply & Provision), launched via a $2.2 million grant from USAID and JSI Research & Training Institute.

Project CLASP is a two-year collaboration designed to streamline the supply-chain for wheelchairs worldwide in order to supply over 15,000 wheelchairs to individuals in nations that include Indonesia, the Philippines, Georgia, Romania, Nicaragua, and El Salvador. Through this project, UCP Wheels is working with 10 in-country partners to improve the quality, selection and volume of wheelchairs provided to individuals with the greatest need in each nation.

By aligning with supply-chain management experts Jones Lang LaSalle, UCP Wheels also consolidated inventory from five wheelchair manufacturers into a single hub, making it possible for individuals and organizations to obtain a variety of locally appropriate wheelchairs from a centralized, convenient location. With an estimated 6% of disabled individuals in developing nations in need of but unable to acquire wheelchairs, Project CLASP is a vital step toward infrastructure improvement and development that could prove life-changing for millions of individuals.
At the end of Fiscal Year 2015, UCP Wheels for Humanity traveled to Havana, Cuba to deliver much-needed assistive devices to children with disabilities. Volunteer wheelchair specialists assisted in providing more than 150 properly fitted wheelchairs.

UCP Wheels staff and volunteers held a seating clinic for children at Escuela Solidaridad con Panama and delivered wheelchairs to the Frank Pais Orthopedic Hospital. UCP Wheels CEO Ronald S. Cohen and Director of Programs Katherine Selengia also met with the principal of the school, as well as representatives from the Ministry of Public Health and Ministry of Education. This trip represented UCP Wheels’ first visit to Cuba after the U.S. re-established diplomatic relations with the country earlier this year.

UCP Wheels for Humanity approached this seating clinic with the understanding that wheelchairs are the first step in moving underserved people with disabilities forward to new opportunities. The partnerships established by UCP Wheels with the school, hospital and Cuban government, as well as the dedication from staff and volunteers, were designed to make a lasting impact on the individuals who received the properly fitted chairs as well as their families and their communities.

The Cuba seating clinic is the most recent in a long tradition of seating clinics that have taken place throughout the world in locations including Thailand, Mexico, Ukraine, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Ethiopia.
## Statements of Revenues & Expenses

The figures shown are for the Fiscal Year 2015, which ended June 30, 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United Cerebral Palsy of Los Angeles, Ventura &amp; Santa Barbara Counties</th>
<th>UCP Work, Inc.</th>
<th>UCP Housing Corporations</th>
<th>UCP Wheels for Humanity</th>
<th>FY 2015 Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programs</td>
<td>23,444,390</td>
<td>8,431,451</td>
<td>3,184,200</td>
<td>353,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>5,010,830</td>
<td>135,464</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,991,029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income</td>
<td>(83,210)</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>3,347</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>247,493</td>
<td>17,483</td>
<td>13,916</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>28,619,503</strong></td>
<td><strong>8,585,094</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,201,463</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,344,419</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Programs and Operating Administration | 25,939,151 | 7,590,306 | 2,247,143 | 2,664,083 | 38,640,683 |
| Fundraising | 2,740,529 | 864,889 | 868,707 | 184,188 | 4,658,313 |
| **Total** | **29,390,727** | **8,455,195** | **3,315,850** | **3,120,736** | **44,282,508** |

Change in amounts available for future needs after current year’s expenses:

| | (771,224) | 129,899 | (114,387) | 223,683 | (532,029) |

### Sources of Revenue

- **Programs**: 81%
- **Contributions**: 18%
- **Other**: 1%

### Utilization of Funds

- **Programs & Operating**: 88%
- **Fundraising**: 2%
- **Administration**: 10%
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- Marcia & Ronald Levenson
- Lee Linden
- Lena Longo
- Daniel Lykken
- Morgan Adams, Inc.
- Moss & Company
- DeDe & William Pitruzzelli
- Peter Roxborough
- Molly Smith
- Special Children’s League, Foothill Committee
- Special Children’s League, Whittier
- Rick Stern
- Maureen & Bryan Stockton

$5,000+
- The Stolaroff Foundation
- US Bank
- Tobey Cotsen Victor & Jonathan Victor
- William Wolfe
- Marianne Younkeere

$2,500+
- American Business Bank
- Anonymous

$1,000+
- Audre & Charlie Alfano
- Susan & Kenneth Anderson
- Theresa & William Armour
- Beverly & Frank Arnstein
- Jane & Burt Bacharach
- Mike Bantuveris
- Frances Barbour
- Richard Berger
- Sherrill & Robert Borrell
- Faith Branvold
- Mary Burdick
- Robin & Robert Burg
- Burke Williams
- Sharon & Larry Cadle
- Susan & Ronald Cohen, Ph.D.
- CPEhr
- Nancy & Ted Phillips, M.D.
- Raymond James Financial, Inc.
- Nicolas & Tyler Robuck
- Caroline & Mark Romeo
- Mary Smith
- Arturo Sneider
- Paul Spiegel
- Scott Spolin
- Students Run LA
- The Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
- Cathleen & Paul Trapani
- Tulita Elementary School
- Universal Studio Hollywood’s Discover A Star Foundation
- Linda & Skip Victor
- Nancy & Jay Wahlgren
- John Ward
- Kyle Wescoat
- Juanita & Dan Williams

- Amy & Doug Simons
- Susan & Eric Smidt
- Cheryn & George Harb
- Charles Haughhey
- Andre Heinz
- Judith & Brian Henderson, M.D.
- Eleanor & James Hudson
- Bernadine Jenkins
- Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles
- Sally & Morton Kirshner
- John Liebes
- Lynda & Paul Miller
- Michael Miskei
- Margaret Nagel & Ron Fassler
- Robert Nagle
- Cynthia Boxrud, M.D. & Scott Powell, M.D.
- Katty & Jerry Rakfeldt
- Roxborough, Pomerance, Nye & Adriani
- Allen Sackler
- Florence Seligman
- Amy & Doug Simons
- Susan & Eric Smith
- Stetson Powell Orthopedics and Sports Medicine
- The Stolaroff Foundation
- Unique Recycling of California
- John Ward
- Weingart Foundation
- Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
- Westside Pediatric Dental Group
- William Wolfe
- Marianne Younkeere

- Patricia & Michael Lorenzen
- Elaine & Louis Lovit
- Brenda & Michael Magnes
- Ken Miles
- Marcy & Milton Miller
- Angelo Mozilo
- Nicole & Allan Mutchnik
- Aaris & Joseph Navarra
- Northrop Grumman Corporation
- NSBN LLP
- Nancy & Edward Phillips, M.D.
- Raymond James Financial, Inc.
- Nicolas & Tyler Robuck
- Caroline & Mark Romeo
- Mary Smith
- Arturo Sneider
- Paul Spiegel
- Scott Spolin
- Students Run LA
- The Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
- Cathleen & Paul Trapani
- Tulita Elementary School
- Universal Studio Hollywood’s Discover A Star Foundation
- Linda & Skip Victor
- Nancy & Jay Wahlgren
- John Ward
- Kyle Wescoat
- Juanita & Dan Williams
Sharon Altman
Virginia Amandus
Kathy Amooi
Lisa & Jack An
Linda Andrews-Combs
Anne & Andrew Angelico
Rand April
Leslie & Earl Armstrong
Nancy & Victor Arnold
Ramon Arujo
Nancy & Robert Asher
Judith Auerbach
Mary & Dennis Ayers
Baker & Hostettler
David Baldwin
Melissa Graf & Eric Bacura
Toni & Mike Barton
Carolyn Beilfuss
Jean Bernhart
Caryn Bernstein
Debbie Berry
Nina & David Berson
Bina & Sharvan Bhatia
Suzie Bierman
Alec Bigelson
Adrienne Blackman
Camille & Jonathan Block
Caron & Joe Block
Melinda & Ken Block
Lois & Ronald Bloom
Julie Bluestein
Sharon & Dennis Blunk
Ellen & Mark Borenstein
Eugenie Boruski
Sheila & Thomas Bost
Kimberly & David Boston
Boulevard Pediatrics
Medical Group, Inc.
Mary Brand
Jewel Ann & Allan Bregman
Linda & Robert Brewer
Elaine & Michael Broida
Tamara Brooks
Gary Brown
Paula Brownstein
Stephen Bunting
James & Deborah Burrows
Foundation
Debbie & James Burrows
Maria & Marvin Carlis
George Carney
Anne & Thomas Caruso
James Cashin
Joan & Louis Cassani
Michael Cavalier
Andrew Chan
B.J. Chandler
Victoria Chandler
Charitable Adult Rides & Services, Inc.
Jo Anne Charmack
Theresa & Barry Chase
Paul & Eileen Chavez
Michael Christman
Donna Saunders & Michael Chubracht
Anna & Michael Clapp
Gloria & Sam Cohea
Laurie Collins
William Combs, Jr.
Gerald Conn
Elizabeth Cousins & Bruce Jones
Ava Coye
Elizabeth Crane
Nancy & Rex Dahlberg
Lynne Danco
David Dassa
Arlene & Gary Davidson
W. Jacqueline & Robert Davis
Jack Dayan
Roger De Bruno
Thomas DeHerrera
Richard Del Belso
Susan DeMarett
Amira & Hagop Demirjian
Linda & Jerry DeVita
Dayna & Ira Diamond
Jean & Carl Dickerson
Susan & Ronald Dietel
Mickey & Donald Dixon
Christina & Stephen Doerfler
Marguerite & James Downing
Eleanor Doyle
Tina & Brian Doyle Murray
Victoria Duron
Jennifer & Richard Eidinger
H.D. Einwechter
Wendy Elgin
Kristine & Fred Elkins
Ruby Espinoza
Tamara & Ray Essler
Mary Helen & Albert Estrada
Michael and Mandy Farrell
Tal & Steven Fefer
Jay Ferguson
Finmark Floor Covering, Inc.
Marion Fleming
Mary Jo Fliege
Jill & Neal Flyer
Gladys Fogel
Nancy Ford
Myrna & Ira Forest
Harry Frazee
Katrina & Gerhardt Fuchs, M.D.
Sharon & Thomas Fuelling
Lucy & Terry Gaddis
Amparo & Maricico Garcia
GCF Insurance Agency
Linda & Charles George
Warren & Margaret Germain
Candace Edwards & Gavin Gervis
Tina Gittelson
Doris & Arthur Gluck
Kenneth S. Golden
Susan & Alan Goldstein
Adrienne & Herbert Golinkin
Charleen Gomez
Brian Gonzales
Nicole Gonzales
Jan Goodman & Jerry Manpearl
Richard Gottesman
Elizabeth Grebler
Edwina & Robert Greenspan
Hope & John Greenwood
Pamela & Scott Griswold
Yvonne & Eric Groen
Lil & Barry Gross
Brenda & Bennett Gross
Brandon Gross
Seany Gucciardi
Erwin and Virginia Haass
Foundation, Inc.
Norma Haggard
Daniel Hale
Nancy Hale
Eric Hamermesh
Geraldine & Michael Hansen
Scott Harrington
Lori Harris
Charles Haughey
Nicholas Havinja
Mike Heffler
Betsy Newman & Howard Heitner
Jessica & Brian Henderson
Karissa Sanchez & Sean Henderson, M.D.
Scott Henrikson
Lori Hoffman
Charles Hargreaves
Nicholas Hawvinga
Mike Hefler
Betsy Newman & Howard Heitner
Jessica & Brian Henderson
Karissa Sanchez & Sean Henderson, M.D.
David Henri
Dale Henry
Elaine Henry-Tavares
Evelyn Heyward
Tim Hickman
Marcia Hirsch
Sally & Russell Hoffman
Kenneth Hofmann
Andrea & Scott Holtzman
Norm Reeves Honda Superstore
Ted Honich
Ellen Horner
Eugenia & Matthew Howley
Jarrmila Huber
Matthew Iott
J. & K. Grinding, Inc.
J. V. Electric Inc.
Eleanor Jacobs
James Jacquet
Nancy & Sheldon Jaffe
Lorene Jaross
Maureen & Mike Jay
Amy Johnson
Ivy & Damon Johnson
Diane & Christopher Jones
Miriam Jones
Pamela & Robert Jones
Gloria Kanda
Teddy Kapur
Ken Katsumoto
Henry & Helen Katz
Levon Kederian
John Kelly
Patricia & Peter Kelly
James Kenzik
Amanda Kessler
Ashley Kessler
Miriam Khorrman
Jayson King
Deborah Klar
Bette Klein
Rebecca & Theodore Kober
Annamae & August Koch
Kristina Kraves & Steven Goldsberry
Maria & William Kraves
Todd Krim
L&C Billing Services
Martene & Sheldon LaZar
Debbie & Marc Labaune
Ladies of Columbus
Katrín Lalezarzadeh
Cecelia Lance
Virginia Lande
Gregg M. Lane, D.M.D., F.A.G.D.
Terri & Stephen Lantz
Mihrce & Noel Laquian
Andrea & Robert Lavoie
Mary Lees
Dustin Litvak
Marshall & Susan Lloyd
Leslie & Adam Lobel
David Loccisano
Diana & Albert Lopez
Maria Del Rio Low
Mark Lum
Helen & David Lund
Karen & Robert Lynn
Cheryl & Rick MacDonough
Anthony Magnemi
Irvng Margol
Joni & Jeff Marine
Marleni’s Service Company
Joycelyn & Ed Massey
Shirley Matilla
Eva & Patrick Mauer, M.D.
Mark Lum
Helen & David Lund
Karen & Robert Lynn
Cheryl & Rick MacDonough
Anthony Magnemi
Irvng Margol
Joni & Jeff Marine
Marleni’s Service Company
Joycelyn & Ed Massey
Shirley Matilla
Eva & Patrick Mauer, M.D.
Maxam Properties
Albert Mayfield
Valentina McAfee
Nancy & Jim McBride
Mary Sheila McCarthy
Mary Beth McDade
Kathy McWhorter
MD Moms
Katherine Menees
Nancy & David Merrick
Sharon & Arnold Messer
Beverly & Jerry Middyett, D.D.S.
Martha & Donald Miller
Kathy & Kenneth Miller
Jacqueline Misho
Vincenza Mitsakos
Patti Wagiere Mirzahi & Albert Mizrahi, D.D.S.
Lucille Montoya
Dave Moon
Raymundo Moreno Handyman
Raymundo Moreno
Marlyn Morgenstern
Nick Mosquitoes
Shouohan Movsesian
David Mylsko
Peggy & Barry Nagoshiner
Tracey & Brian Nairn
Julie Newmar
Jennifer & James Nice
Scott Nielsen
Laryn & Tim Nolan
Notre Dame High School
Alice Novak
Teri O’Leary
Patricia & William Oppenheim, M.D.
Orange County’s United Way
Cheri & Robert Orgell
Eleanor Orthun
Robert Pagnotta
Jennifer Paul
Paul Lester Photography
Geraldine & Eugene Peterson
Ina & James Petulla
Linda & Thomas Pincu
Mary & Jerry Piner
Helga Pollock
Rand Posin
Rebecca Proctor
Real Mex Restaurants
Stephanie & Paul Reisz
Mary & Anthony Riccard
Joyce & Jeremy Richard
Cynthia Steffen & Ken Rideout
Martene & George Riermer
Sidney & Allen Rishe
Pam Bean & Tom Ritter
Ana Rivera
Christine J. Rivera
Laurie & Scott Robert
Suzanne Roberts
Patricia Rocha
Margarita Rodriguez
Vanessa & Timothy Roettger
Peter Rolfe
Robin & Melinda Romeo
Janet Romeo
James Rondeau
Frances & Sam Ross
Wendy & Larry Rotoli
Leah D & Arnold Rotter
Rosalind Catchatourian & Paul Ruestow
The Ryding Company
David Ryding
Sharon Sackin & Mark Weisel
Evelyn J & Saul Salka
Jonathan Sargent
Sara Lynne & David Savor, M.D.
Margaret & Jack Schlaifer
Corina & Jeffrey Schmidt
Alan Schultz
Paul Schwake
Jayshree Shah
Sally & Paul Shankman
Gertrude & Marvin Shapiro
Robert Shaver
Rob Shilling
Diana & Gifford Smith
Adam Smith
Sharon & Lawrence Smith
Philip Sobol, M.D.
Julia Somoza
Joanna Spiller
Sprinkler King, Inc.
Matt Stapleton
Star Medical & Surgical Supplies, Inc.
Lyly & Danny Stefanowicz
Nicholas Steinhoff
Cecile & Terrance Stetch
Sullivan Curtis Monroe
Sunrise Medical
Bill Surace
Eileen & Joseph Tabares
Geraldine Tayabas
Margaret Telfer
Charles Terrill
Steve Theodore
Jan Thomas
Kathy & Fiorenzo Tirinnanzi
Sherryl & Joseph Toplyn
Linda & Stephan Tow
Beverly & Fred Trebow
Truist - United Way
Mona Truong
Caroline & John Tsumang, M.D.
Julia & Russel Upton
Natalie Rose Vajda
Josefina & Julio Vergara
Laura Veira
Cecilia & Gustavo Villanueva
David Wagner
Marla & Steve Wale
Melissa Walsh
Hillie & Arthur Waltuch, M.D.
Linda Wanamaker
Hardy Warren
Ruthie Webster
Rita Weil
Kyle Weiner
Eva & Henry Weingarten
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
David Wesolowski
Robert Whittaker
Michael Wicker
Marjorie & Gordon Wiens
Chris Williams
Peter Williams
Ellen Wilson
Caudette & John Wilson, Ph.D.
Pam & Jack Wishard
Shari Lynn Wolkenfeld
Melissa & Joe Woods
Richard T. Yabuta, Pharm.D.
Alan Zawolkow
Catherine Louise Maddaford & Jacob Zawolkow
Paul Zerella
Gina Zicarelli
Keith Zimmet

UCPLA Washington Reid Gallery Collectors
Elaine Adams
Magda Audifred
Seong Chon
Scott Fraser
Tamar Gamble
Nathan Hurlburt
David Kilpatrick
Claudia Kunin
Terri & Stephen Lantz
Vanessa Madrid
Lori Moreno
Eleanor Orthun
Tamara Pompey
Grant Riley
Ana Rivera
Ruth & Lawrence Rosen, M.D.
Amy & Doug Simons
Hortensia & Raul Soto
Kathryn Winter
Kim Young

Estate Gifts
Helen Chura
The Edward H Burkart and Mamie N Burkart Residual Trust
Elise Olton Estate
Charlotte J. Gommels Trust
Richard Quinn
Roy Daniel McPhail Trust #88715
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UCP WORK, Inc. is grateful to our generous donors!
UCP Wheels for Humanity is grateful to our dedicated supporters...

$50,000+
Sandra & Lawrence Post
Jojo Rodpotong
The Shapiro Family Charitable Foundation

$25,000+
AJA Charitable Fund
The David Vickter Foundation
Inspirasia Foundation
The Looker Foundation
The Fred Maytag Family Foundation
Lawrence & Sandra Post Family Foundation
Richard Salomon
Witherbee Foundation

$2,500+
Alliance Bernstein L.P.
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
Harold Belkin
Deborah Kelly
Lorraine & Craig Meyer
MK Battery
Stephanie & Morris Omoh
Nick Satriano
Theodore Schwab
Sidney Stern Memorial Trust
Jory Tremblay
Francine Weiner
Paul Williams
Niloofar & Koorosh Zartoshty

$1,000+
Alabama Hospital Association
The Barnes Family Foundation
Mary Barnes
Harold J. Belkin Foundation
Susan & Jeffrey Bleckner
Helene Brown
California Association to Aid Ukraine
Cetera Financial Group
Church of Religious Science
Susan & Steve Cobin
Dennis Bolton Enterprises, Inc.
Sandra & Peter Devereaux
The Doehring Foundation
Wendy & Michael Edlen
Daniel Elperin
Sylvan Feldstein
Freda B. Runyon Foundation
Stacie & David Fults
Ari Goot
Ellen Goudlock, M.D.
Michael Haloossim
Andres Hirschfeld
Daniel Johnson
Philip Klein
Marcia & Ronald Levenson
Robert Looker
The MAJiK Foundation
Natalie & Gerald Marks, D.D.S.
Angel McConnell

$500+
Karina Acorda
Brian Anget
Shahram Ardalan
Nick Arnst
Steven Belkin
Lori & Steve Benson
Scott Chon
Susan & Ronald Cohen, Ph.D.
Sue & Gary Coleman
Donna Corwin
Eva Dayan
Jonathan De Rosa
Peter DeLuca
Janet & Michael J. Fourticq, Sr.
Cindy & Michael Fraden
Susan Glover
Halley Green
Larry Hiburn
Hinricher, Douglas & Porter LLP
Debra Houchin
Eleanor & James Hudson
IBM
Afshin Jaberi
Carol & Shannon Jackson
Clark Jensen
Just Give
Acharya Kaligotla
Kaufman Lynn Construction, Inc.
Beata Kulish
Michael Kurtz
Gordon Leavitt

$2,500+
Jill & Jay Michtom
Jackie & Steven Monkarsh
Musiker Discovery Programs
Charles Pacheco
Palmer Walker Foundation
Judi Paul
Mitchell Poole
Nina & David Rocklin
Rosenbluth Family Foundation
Saphire Investments
Katherine & Jerry Selengia
Vollmer Family Foundation
Eva & Fred Vollmer
Wells Fargo Foundation - WFB Ohio Foundation
The MAJiK Foundation
Gabrielle Yuro
Kimberly Zimmerman
Harry Zinn

$1,000+
Jay Rubin
Peter Zimble

$500+
David Levinson
Esther Lumer
Carey Mason
Sung Mayerhofer
Timothy McNutt
Azmi Mikati
Lynda & Paul Miller
Lori-Anne & Matthew Neiger
Network for Good
Neuberger Berman LLC
Richard Patri
Douglas Ridley
Linda Semon
Joanne Shimada
Sarah & Stephen Spengler
Ali & Michael De Lazzer
Cary Stillwell
Stephen Taub
Ryan Umlas
Mark Waterson
Andrea Wood
Margaret Woodard

$100+
Barry & Sally Abramson
Grant Adams
Adapt 2 It, Inc.
Sally Ajinga
American Activated
Carbon Corporation
Janice Arkatov
Arthur Auerbach
Richard Azouz
Katrina Babcock
Bay Screens, Inc.
BDN Holdings, LLC
Mandi Beimel
Emily Bergman
Stacie & David Fults
Ashleigh & Royce Bergman
Amrita Bindra
Boulevard Pediatrics
Medical Group, Inc.
Teresa & Fred Bourgoise
Hayden Bower
Suzanne Bressler
Parde Bridget
Shawn LaRe Brinkley
Lisa Bromley
Dryden Brooks
John Bruther
James & Deborah Burrows Foundation
Debbie & James Burrows
Debra & Donald Calhoun
Canyon Vista Children’s Learning Center, Inc.
Anthony Carpet
Susan Chandler
Perry Chattler
Chico’s Retail Service
Chubb & Son
Lyne Cohen, M.D. & Gerald Cohen, D.D.S.
Cathy Cortney
Darren Cowan
Crystal Family Foundation
Samuel & Theresa Crystal
Neal Cutler
Julie Cuttrel
David Gopen Foundation
The Davidow Charitable Fund
Robert Davidow
Katie Dibben
Barbara DuDeck
Crystal & Bruce Egger
Rene Farahmandian
Francis Feinman
Andrea Fein-Primack & Donald Primack, D.D.S.
Mark & Carla Feldman
Steven Howard Feldman
Karen Field
Rachel Finegood
Willis R. Forman
Robin Franck
Charles Franklin
James Gavrey
Jay Gendron
Frances Gonzalez
Karla Gargin
Darryl Graver
Tammy Graves
Sarah Green
Linda & Mark Anthony Grillo
Maxine Haft, Ph.D.
Rod Hagenbuch
Matt Hahn
Charles & Elizabeth Haid
Jennifer & Christopher Hall
Moon Hi Hanson
William Hart
Margaret & Jeff Haskett
Jim Heng
Mary Kristina Henzel
Christina Hilburn
Tommy Hollenstein
Linda Holloway
Candy Krueger & John Holmberg
Matt Homa
Lynn Jacobs
Lenore Jacoby
Chaim Jaskoll
Jiffy Lube #2910
Maria Johannes
David Kahn
Sue & Bernard Kamins
Peter Kaufman
Maura & Lewis Kay
Alisa Kellogg
Mehnaz & Hormoz Kiamanesh
Dennis Kircher
Chris Knauf
Carrie Ko
Lynn & Bradford Koeneman
Debra & Edward Korbel
Linda Kornfeld
Cathy Kornfeld
Andrea & Jake Kostyzak
Michael Kremener
Arlo Kurian
Kevin Kuritani
Linda Lammers
Benny Lau
Laura & Matthew Laughlin
Carlos Lazaro
James Lee
Andrea & Mark Levine
Gina Liberotti
Gilad Lumer
Brooke Lykins
M of W, Inc.
Deena Margolis
Dean Marks
Diane & Jerome Maryniuk
Thom Mathews
Tiffany McClennen
Jerry McDaniel
Cynthia McClade
Linda & Ron Meadow
Anne Milgram
Dyah Okty Moerpratiwi
Montessori at the Park
Montessori of Rancho Cucamonga
Montessori on Elm, Inc.
Emi Moreno
Robert Moreno
Rita & Robert Morgan
Glenn Munach
Linnie Murphy
Don Nakamoto
Catherine Navetta
The New Driftwood Day Camp
News Financial & Insurance Services Inc
Robin Hercy Olin
Connie O’Neal-Bates
Anthony Ortiz-Luis
Cristanto Ortiz-Luis
E. Bolivar Owen & Michael Owen
Greg Palumbo
Pamela Smith Interiors, Inc.
Shapour Parvaresh
Sanije Perrett
Deborah Pollack
Paul Pouliot
Norman Reese
Teresa Reynolds
Christine Masters-Ribakoff & Alan Ribakoff
Linda & Ken Rieger
Robert Rinker
Angela Rodgers
Barbara & Derek Rogers
Susan Rose
Doug Rowell
Joyce & Allen Rumack, M.D.
Clifford Sakata
Jody Salamirad
Steven Salant
Dinora Sanchez
Jarad Sanchez
Jennifer & John Sandoval
Santa Clarita Children’s Academy, Inc.
Patricia Seggerman
Serendib Management
Kathy Shafagh
Janki & Kayur Shah
John Conor Shalloe
Karlo Silbiger
Amy & Doug Simons
Kim Sloane
Barbara & Douglas Smith
Elissa Smith
Lisa Smith
Pamela Smith
Alina Smiyun
Connie Solimanto
Sheila Steckel
Sandy & Ron Stein
Brad Stone
Wendy Swager
David Sylvester, D.C.
Carol Tabas
Julie Takemoto
Tracy Tanner-Smith & David Smith
Tina Tromiczak
Alexandra & Greg Umlas
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Charisse Webster
Patricia Weigand
Terry Weiner
Andrea & Richard Weisman
Sandra & Larry Weller
West Valley School, Inc.
Samuel Wolfson
Steven Worzman
Jennifer Wyman
Kambiz Yeganegi
Elynn & Marc Zabar
Bahram Zartoshty
Carol & Maurice Zeitlin, M.D.
Marvin Zimble
JOIN OUR FAMILY
UCP Wheels for Humanity
UCP WORK, Inc.

UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY
OF LOS ANGELES
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

UCPLA
Facebook.com/UCPLA
@ucpla
YouTube.com/UCPLA
Donate online at www.ucpla.org/ways-to-give/donate-to-ucpla

UCP Wheels for Humanity
Facebook.com/UCPWheelsforHumanity
@UCPWheels
YouTube.com/ucpwh2
Donate online at www.ucpwheels.org/support

UCP WORK, Inc.
Facebook.com/UCPWorkInc
@UCPWorkInc
Donate online at http://www.ucpworkinc.org/ways-to-give